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On Saturday, July 22nd, VolunteerOn Saturday, July 22nd, Volunteer
Grandparents held its 2023 SummerGrandparents held its 2023 Summer
Event at the BC Lions Game. We thankEvent at the BC Lions Game. We thank
Kids Up Front Vancouver and the BCKids Up Front Vancouver and the BC
Lions for providing tickets to ourLions for providing tickets to our
members and giving our community themembers and giving our community the
opportunity to come together and cheeropportunity to come together and cheer
on the Lions to a 19-9 victory over theon the Lions to a 19-9 victory over the
Roughriders.Roughriders.  



PARTICIPANT SPOTLIGHTPARTICIPANT SPOTLIGHT
            During the pandemic, we launched a new program called Letters to Seniors which enabledDuring the pandemic, we launched a new program called Letters to Seniors which enabled
us to create intergenerational connections within the community in a safe and engagingus to create intergenerational connections within the community in a safe and engaging
manner. Today, this program has continued to remain engaging for all participants. Despitemanner. Today, this program has continued to remain engaging for all participants. Despite
the circumstances in which it came to life, the Volunteer Grandparents’ Letters to Seniorsthe circumstances in which it came to life, the Volunteer Grandparents’ Letters to Seniors
program is a unique and exceptionally accessible opportunity to build bridges betweenprogram is a unique and exceptionally accessible opportunity to build bridges between
generations. With the help of some warm salutations and signatures, distinctively hand-generations. With the help of some warm salutations and signatures, distinctively hand-
written sentences, and of course, the satisfying sharing of stories, program participants arewritten sentences, and of course, the satisfying sharing of stories, program participants are
given the space to establish enduring relationships with one another.given the space to establish enduring relationships with one another.  

      We recently connected with Katherine, a senior participant in our Letters to SeniorsWe recently connected with Katherine, a senior participant in our Letters to Seniors
program to learn more about her program participation. In the discussion, she shared herprogram to learn more about her program participation. In the discussion, she shared her
program experience with us, discussing everything from her thoughts on intergenerationalprogram experience with us, discussing everything from her thoughts on intergenerational
relationships to the interesting dynamic she shares with her pen pals.relationships to the interesting dynamic she shares with her pen pals.  

      Katherine was introduced to the Letters to Seniors program after the Red Cross did aKatherine was introduced to the Letters to Seniors program after the Red Cross did a
friendly call out and she told them of her passion for letter writing. Today, she is matched tofriendly call out and she told them of her passion for letter writing. Today, she is matched to
three pen pals and is well settled in the program. Katherine said that one of her pen pals isthree pen pals and is well settled in the program. Katherine said that one of her pen pals is
bubbly and enthusiastic, telling us just how contagious this positive energy can be. Shebubbly and enthusiastic, telling us just how contagious this positive energy can be. She
explained that receiving a letter from this pen pal prompts her to feel quite uplifted! Katherineexplained that receiving a letter from this pen pal prompts her to feel quite uplifted! Katherine
also discussed an older youth pen pal, whose busy school schedule has never stopped heralso discussed an older youth pen pal, whose busy school schedule has never stopped her
from taking the time to share some stories. Once, this pen pal even sent her a box offrom taking the time to share some stories. Once, this pen pal even sent her a box of
chocolates and some perfume, a memory that lives particularly close to Katherine’s heart.chocolates and some perfume, a memory that lives particularly close to Katherine’s heart.  

        Although Katherine found her way to the program because of her passion for letter writing,Although Katherine found her way to the program because of her passion for letter writing,
she found that the exchange of letters offered so much more than a chance to partake in ashe found that the exchange of letters offered so much more than a chance to partake in a
hobby. Katherine explained that the holidays can be a lonely time, but with all the sendinghobby. Katherine explained that the holidays can be a lonely time, but with all the sending
and receiving of letters, she felt encouraged and came to realize the good and the feeling ofand receiving of letters, she felt encouraged and came to realize the good and the feeling of
connection that stems from a program like this. Katherine truly believes that when youconnection that stems from a program like this. Katherine truly believes that when you
volunteer, you get back what you give. For instance, she helps out at a care home and isvolunteer, you get back what you give. For instance, she helps out at a care home and is
constantly thanked for her hard work. In those moments, she knows that she is getting backconstantly thanked for her hard work. In those moments, she knows that she is getting back
what she gives because the letters she receives from volunteers like herself are such a light forwhat she gives because the letters she receives from volunteers like herself are such a light for
her. Reflecting on her experience as a whole, Katherine said the most important thing thisher. Reflecting on her experience as a whole, Katherine said the most important thing this
program has taught her is that people really do care for other people. She thinks it is great toprogram has taught her is that people really do care for other people. She thinks it is great to
see people opening up to one another.see people opening up to one another.  

      When asked what intergenerational relationships mean to her, Katherine explained that theWhen asked what intergenerational relationships mean to her, Katherine explained that the
age difference between herself and her pen pals allows her to feel connected to and gainage difference between herself and her pen pals allows her to feel connected to and gain
knowledge of other generations. This feeling encapsulates the mutually beneficial nature ofknowledge of other generations. This feeling encapsulates the mutually beneficial nature of
intergenerational relationships, wherein the bonds between older adults and youngerintergenerational relationships, wherein the bonds between older adults and younger
individuals feed one another, allowing each person to flourish and grow. Katherine’s story isindividuals feed one another, allowing each person to flourish and grow. Katherine’s story is
one of hope and positivity. Her experience with the Letters to Seniors program inspires us atone of hope and positivity. Her experience with the Letters to Seniors program inspires us at
Volunteer Grandparents to continue facilitating the bridging and enriching of generationsVolunteer Grandparents to continue facilitating the bridging and enriching of generations
through letter writing.through letter writing.
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    2023 is a very special year for Volunteer Grandparents. This year, the non-profit2023 is a very special year for Volunteer Grandparents. This year, the non-profit
organization founded by Marjorie Anderson celebrates its fiftieth anniversary. That isorganization founded by Marjorie Anderson celebrates its fiftieth anniversary. That is
five decades of bridging and enriching generations, promoting the importance offive decades of bridging and enriching generations, promoting the importance of
intergenerational connections, and shaping a community that is more age-friendly.intergenerational connections, and shaping a community that is more age-friendly.
Volunteer Grandparents’ fiftieth anniversary is a result of the hard work, passion,Volunteer Grandparents’ fiftieth anniversary is a result of the hard work, passion,
and love of many people over the years, from our founder to our programand love of many people over the years, from our founder to our program
participants to our staff. Whether they know it or not, each person’s golden touch hasparticipants to our staff. Whether they know it or not, each person’s golden touch has
led us to this golden anniversary in 2023.led us to this golden anniversary in 2023.  

      Today, the beating heart of Volunteer Grandparents is program manager VeronicaToday, the beating heart of Volunteer Grandparents is program manager Veronica
Grossi. Veronica has been with the organization for seventeen years now, and inGrossi. Veronica has been with the organization for seventeen years now, and in
honor of Volunteer Grandparents’ fiftieth anniversary, we spoke to her about herhonor of Volunteer Grandparents’ fiftieth anniversary, we spoke to her about her
journey with the organization, the work she does, and the legacy of Volunteerjourney with the organization, the work she does, and the legacy of Volunteer
Grandparents.Grandparents.  

THE LEGACY 
O F  V O L U N T E E R  G R A N D P A R E N T S  W I T H :

VERONICAVERONICA
GROSSIGROSSI

The Origin Story...
      It all began in 2006 when Veronica saw a job posting for Volunteer GrandparentsIt all began in 2006 when Veronica saw a job posting for Volunteer Grandparents
on Charity Village. Having worked in a before and after school program and taughton Charity Village. Having worked in a before and after school program and taught
in Thailand for four years, the posting was a perfect blend of her love of seniors andin Thailand for four years, the posting was a perfect blend of her love of seniors and
her experience with youth and families. Veronica was hired by Dave Baspaly,her experience with youth and families. Veronica was hired by Dave Baspaly,
Volunteer Grandparent's Executive Director, who has worked hard to bring stabilityVolunteer Grandparent's Executive Director, who has worked hard to bring stability
to the organization. All in all, the stars really did align to lead Veronica to Volunteerto the organization. All in all, the stars really did align to lead Veronica to Volunteer  
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Grandparents, but that’s not to say that it was all smooth sailing. When VeronicaGrandparents, but that’s not to say that it was all smooth sailing. When Veronica
started at Volunteer Grandparents, there had been no one in her position for anstarted at Volunteer Grandparents, there had been no one in her position for an
extended period of time. As a result, there was a lot of self-learning involved. She hadextended period of time. As a result, there was a lot of self-learning involved. She had
to master the ins and outs of her role and figure out how to fulfill her duties throughto master the ins and outs of her role and figure out how to fulfill her duties through
lots of research and practice.lots of research and practice.    Veronica spent a lot of time learning about theVeronica spent a lot of time learning about the
organization’s history and policies, as well as how to screen volunteers properly.organization’s history and policies, as well as how to screen volunteers properly.
While dealing with these growing pains, Veronica’s hope was to one day make aWhile dealing with these growing pains, Veronica’s hope was to one day make a
small difference in the lives of program participants. Needless to say, she has donesmall difference in the lives of program participants. Needless to say, she has done
much more than make a small difference. Over a decade and a half into her positionmuch more than make a small difference. Over a decade and a half into her position
and Veronica has skillfully led Volunteer Grandparents into a new era while makingand Veronica has skillfully led Volunteer Grandparents into a new era while making
sure to keep its core safely intact. In doing so, she has made a positive, and large,sure to keep its core safely intact. In doing so, she has made a positive, and large,
impact on the lives of so many in the community.impact on the lives of so many in the community.  

Unlocking The
Treasure Chest

        After seventeen years as program manager of Volunteer Grandparents, VeronicaAfter seventeen years as program manager of Volunteer Grandparents, Veronica
holds the keys to a treasure trove of moments and memories that are very special toholds the keys to a treasure trove of moments and memories that are very special to
her. In our conversation, we unlocked that treasure chest and had a quick look ather. In our conversation, we unlocked that treasure chest and had a quick look at
some of the jewels.some of the jewels.  

Meeting Marjorie#1

      To begin with, Veronica has been lucky enough to interact with Marjorie, theTo begin with, Veronica has been lucky enough to interact with Marjorie, the
organization's founder. A couple of years into her position, one of the Volunteerorganization's founder. A couple of years into her position, one of the Volunteer
Grandparents summer students was doing some research about Marjorie and trackedGrandparents summer students was doing some research about Marjorie and tracked
her down on the island. Veronica took a road trip to visit her and found that Marjorieher down on the island. Veronica took a road trip to visit her and found that Marjorie
had no idea that Volunteer Grandparents still existed. She was surprised to hear thathad no idea that Volunteer Grandparents still existed. She was surprised to hear that
the work she started all those years ago was continuing to make a positive difference.the work she started all those years ago was continuing to make a positive difference.
Around the same time she was planning to visit Marjorie, Veronica received an emailAround the same time she was planning to visit Marjorie, Veronica received an email
from a man living in Hawaii. He was wondering if the organization had anyfrom a man living in Hawaii. He was wondering if the organization had any
information about the volunteer grandparent he was matched with when he was ainformation about the volunteer grandparent he was matched with when he was a
child, telling Veronica that his volunteer grandparent was a source of stability at achild, telling Veronica that his volunteer grandparent was a source of stability at a  



time when his family life wavered on unsteady ground. He was hoping to show histime when his family life wavered on unsteady ground. He was hoping to show his
children some pictures of this volunteer grandparent and wanted to know if Veronicachildren some pictures of this volunteer grandparent and wanted to know if Veronica
had any. When she brought this up with Marjorie, she knew exactly what Veronicahad any. When she brought this up with Marjorie, she knew exactly what Veronica
was referring to. She pulled out an album in her living room and showed Veronica awas referring to. She pulled out an album in her living room and showed Veronica a
picture of the volunteer grandparent in question, allowing her to take a picture andpicture of the volunteer grandparent in question, allowing her to take a picture and
send it to the man who had emailed her. This moment is so indicative of the personalsend it to the man who had emailed her. This moment is so indicative of the personal
connection that Marjorie had to Volunteer Grandparents and its programconnection that Marjorie had to Volunteer Grandparents and its program
participants, a connection that Veronica maintains to this day. A few years later,participants, a connection that Veronica maintains to this day. A few years later,
Marjorie spoke at the Volunteer Grandparents’ fortieth anniversary annual generalMarjorie spoke at the Volunteer Grandparents’ fortieth anniversary annual general
meeting. These interactions with Marjorie, at both the annual general meeting and inmeeting. These interactions with Marjorie, at both the annual general meeting and in
her home on the island, were true, full circle experiences for Veronica, allowing her toher home on the island, were true, full circle experiences for Veronica, allowing her to
personally connect with the organization’s founder and feel further rooted in thepersonally connect with the organization’s founder and feel further rooted in the
philosophy and history of Volunteer Grandparents.philosophy and history of Volunteer Grandparents.  

Longevity#2

      Many of Veronica’s precious memories from her time at Volunteer GrandparentsMany of Veronica’s precious memories from her time at Volunteer Grandparents
share a common theme - longevity. When a family match flourishes and endures, it isshare a common theme - longevity. When a family match flourishes and endures, it is
very inspiring to her. For instance, consider the relationship between Radhika and hervery inspiring to her. For instance, consider the relationship between Radhika and her
Volunteer Grandparent, Maureen. They were matched when Radhika was only threeVolunteer Grandparent, Maureen. They were matched when Radhika was only three
or four years old, but they are still connected today in Radhika’s adult years.or four years old, but they are still connected today in Radhika’s adult years.

      Veronica brings up a time she received pictures in the mail from a participant sheVeronica brings up a time she received pictures in the mail from a participant she
had never met. They were wedding photos, featuring not only the participant, buthad never met. They were wedding photos, featuring not only the participant, but
their volunteer grandparent supporting them in the background. This picture was atheir volunteer grandparent supporting them in the background. This picture was a
powerful symbol of not only the positive work that Volunteer Grandparents does, butpowerful symbol of not only the positive work that Volunteer Grandparents does, but
the longevity of that work. These were participants that Veronica had never met orthe longevity of that work. These were participants that Veronica had never met or
heard of because there are matches that have been going on for so long. This is justheard of because there are matches that have been going on for so long. This is just
one of many stories. Over fifty years, there have been a countless number ofone of many stories. Over fifty years, there have been a countless number of
relationships that have grown far beyond their initial match, transcending therelationships that have grown far beyond their initial match, transcending the
organization and its programming to become life-long bonds and family. Veronicaorganization and its programming to become life-long bonds and family. Veronica
says that seeing the youth grow up, go to university, get a full time job, and still havesays that seeing the youth grow up, go to university, get a full time job, and still have
their volunteer grandparents supporting them is the most rewarding part of her job.their volunteer grandparents supporting them is the most rewarding part of her job.
At the same time, she explains that finding appropriate matches for volunteers andAt the same time, she explains that finding appropriate matches for volunteers and
families so that they one day achieve that longevity can be challenging. It takesfamilies so that they one day achieve that longevity can be challenging. It takes
Veronica lots of time to find a great match for participants because matching takesVeronica lots of time to find a great match for participants because matching takes
lots of planning and consideration. She has to think about what each party is lookinglots of planning and consideration. She has to think about what each party is looking
for, from the senior to the family to the child, while keeping factors like proximity,for, from the senior to the family to the child, while keeping factors like proximity,
communication style, and personality in mind.communication style, and personality in mind.  



The Power of Belief and
Positivity

      Veronica’s relationship to the Volunteer Grandparents’ mission and vision, whileVeronica’s relationship to the Volunteer Grandparents’ mission and vision, while
always strong and dedicated, has ebbed and flowed with the times. Upon joining thealways strong and dedicated, has ebbed and flowed with the times. Upon joining the
organization, Veronica was more connected to the senior side of things and wouldorganization, Veronica was more connected to the senior side of things and would
approach things from that end of the spectrum. She was passionate about fightingapproach things from that end of the spectrum. She was passionate about fighting
social isolation, keeping seniors connected and socially involved, and enabling seniorssocial isolation, keeping seniors connected and socially involved, and enabling seniors
to share their wisdom. However, after becoming a parent, her perspective changed.to share their wisdom. However, after becoming a parent, her perspective changed.
Bearing witness to the relationship between her daughter and her naturalBearing witness to the relationship between her daughter and her natural
grandparents allowed Veronica to recognize the importance of the grandparent-grandparents allowed Veronica to recognize the importance of the grandparent-
grandchild relationship. She came to understand how meaningful grandparents cangrandchild relationship. She came to understand how meaningful grandparents can
be in a child’s life and vice versa. Veronica always appreciates it when her daughter’sbe in a child’s life and vice versa. Veronica always appreciates it when her daughter’s
grandparents take her on outings and do activities with her because it is such a reliefgrandparents take her on outings and do activities with her because it is such a relief
to know that her child has another person to connect with. The grandparents offer ato know that her child has another person to connect with. The grandparents offer a
different perspective on the world and that life experience can help the youth growdifferent perspective on the world and that life experience can help the youth grow
and learn about the world, which helps to build their self-confidence. Veronicaand learn about the world, which helps to build their self-confidence. Veronica
believes that children can never be showered with too much love, because feedingbelieves that children can never be showered with too much love, because feeding
them with affection and positive energy, and being good role models for them is thethem with affection and positive energy, and being good role models for them is the
best thing for a child. All of these ideas expressed by Veronica say so much about whybest thing for a child. All of these ideas expressed by Veronica say so much about why
the organization is successful. By believing so strongly in the mission of Volunteerthe organization is successful. By believing so strongly in the mission of Volunteer
Grandparents, Veronica gives it the power to flourish. Oftentimes, with a smallerGrandparents, Veronica gives it the power to flourish. Oftentimes, with a smaller
organization like this one, positive belief can be half the battle won and that is aorganization like this one, positive belief can be half the battle won and that is a
department where Veronica does more than succeed, she thrives.department where Veronica does more than succeed, she thrives.  

      Speaking about what her position entails, Veronica expresses her gratitude for theSpeaking about what her position entails, Veronica expresses her gratitude for the
flexibility of the role and the fact that things are never mundane at Volunteerflexibility of the role and the fact that things are never mundane at Volunteer
Grandparents. There are always new challenges and she never does the same thingGrandparents. There are always new challenges and she never does the same thing
twice. There is a little bit of marketing, the meeting of program participants, sometwice. There is a little bit of marketing, the meeting of program participants, some
event planning, and so much more. Over her fifteen years with Volunteerevent planning, and so much more. Over her fifteen years with Volunteer
Grandparents, Veronica has learned the importance of open communication. SheGrandparents, Veronica has learned the importance of open communication. She
explains that it is really important for parents and volunteers to feel comfortableexplains that it is really important for parents and volunteers to feel comfortable
addressing issues when they come up, and in situations where they are unable to, sheaddressing issues when they come up, and in situations where they are unable to, she
is always ready to step in and act as a liaison between the parties. Veronica believesis always ready to step in and act as a liaison between the parties. Veronica believes
that open communication is the sturdy foundation of every relationship, and if you arethat open communication is the sturdy foundation of every relationship, and if you are
good at communicating, you can work through anything!good at communicating, you can work through anything!



      To Veronica, Volunteer Grandparents’ milestone fiftieth anniversary is almostTo Veronica, Volunteer Grandparents’ milestone fiftieth anniversary is almost
unbelievable. Reflecting on the organization’s newfound status as a quinquagenarianunbelievable. Reflecting on the organization’s newfound status as a quinquagenarian
makes her think of the growth and change that the non-profit has both witnessed andmakes her think of the growth and change that the non-profit has both witnessed and
been subject to. When Volunteer Grandparents first began, it was just the Familybeen subject to. When Volunteer Grandparents first began, it was just the Family
Match Program. Then, in the late 1990s, the School Grandparents Program was born,Match Program. Then, in the late 1990s, the School Grandparents Program was born,
and just recently, in the 2020s, the Letters to Seniors Program was created. Veronicaand just recently, in the 2020s, the Letters to Seniors Program was created. Veronica
says that the organization has successfully kept up with the times, allowing itself tosays that the organization has successfully kept up with the times, allowing itself to
adapt and change while keeping the original program intact, which is a testament toadapt and change while keeping the original program intact, which is a testament to
the importance of the Family Match Program to the community.the importance of the Family Match Program to the community.  

Celebrating Fifty
Years!

A Light in the Darkness: The
Letters to Seniors Program

      In its fifty years of service, Volunteer Grandparents had never seen anything like theIn its fifty years of service, Volunteer Grandparents had never seen anything like the
COVID-19 pandemic. Veronica says that there were so many unknowns at the time,COVID-19 pandemic. Veronica says that there were so many unknowns at the time,
especially because seniors were more susceptible to COVID. As a result, she decided toespecially because seniors were more susceptible to COVID. As a result, she decided to
err on the side of caution and put all programming on hold. However, as theerr on the side of caution and put all programming on hold. However, as the
pandemic stretched into the summer, Veronica began to think about how Volunteerpandemic stretched into the summer, Veronica began to think about how Volunteer
Grandparents could continue creating meaningful intergenerational connections in aGrandparents could continue creating meaningful intergenerational connections in a
safe way. When asked how she would sum up the legacy of Volunteer Grandparentssafe way. When asked how she would sum up the legacy of Volunteer Grandparents
in three words, Veronica referred back to the mission, saying ‘bridging’, ‘enriching’,in three words, Veronica referred back to the mission, saying ‘bridging’, ‘enriching’,
and ‘generations’. In the same way, at a time when the pandemic had cast its murkyand ‘generations’. In the same way, at a time when the pandemic had cast its murky
shadow over everything and everyone, Veronica turned back to the mission and didshadow over everything and everyone, Veronica turned back to the mission and did
her best to continue bridging and enriching generations. That summer, Volunteerher best to continue bridging and enriching generations. That summer, Volunteer
Grandparents had Radhika Patel, a Family Match Participant, as their summerGrandparents had Radhika Patel, a Family Match Participant, as their summer
student. Together, both Radhika and Veronica came up with two options. One was tostudent. Together, both Radhika and Veronica came up with two options. One was to
invest energy into the School Grandparent Program by getting the schoolinvest energy into the School Grandparent Program by getting the school
grandparents online and virtually connected to classrooms. The second option was tograndparents online and virtually connected to classrooms. The second option was to
create a program centered around a pen pal type of relationship. Ultimately, the duocreate a program centered around a pen pal type of relationship. Ultimately, the duo
decided to go with the second option because they believed a pen pal program coulddecided to go with the second option because they believed a pen pal program could
reach more people and would eliminate any challenges with technology. Radhika didreach more people and would eliminate any challenges with technology. Radhika did



a lot of the leg work to initiate the Letters to Seniors program, including ana lot of the leg work to initiate the Letters to Seniors program, including an
environmental scan, connecting with programs that were similar, and developing theenvironmental scan, connecting with programs that were similar, and developing the
guidelines and policies. Soon, the first phase of the program had been initiated andguidelines and policies. Soon, the first phase of the program had been initiated and
Volunteer Grandparents started to collect kind letters from the community and sendVolunteer Grandparents started to collect kind letters from the community and send
them to several care home partners. All of the long term care facilities were onthem to several care home partners. All of the long term care facilities were on
complete lockdown and their residents were very isolated, so the hope was thatcomplete lockdown and their residents were very isolated, so the hope was that
sending these care packages of cards, letters, and drawings would uplift the seniorssending these care packages of cards, letters, and drawings would uplift the seniors
and make a positive difference in their day to day lives. Veronica describes how oneand make a positive difference in their day to day lives. Veronica describes how one
of the care homes would display the cards for the seniors to look at while eatingof the care homes would display the cards for the seniors to look at while eating
lunch. Once the first phase was running smoothly, Veronica initiated the secondlunch. Once the first phase was running smoothly, Veronica initiated the second
phase, which involved the creation of pen pal relationships between seniors andphase, which involved the creation of pen pal relationships between seniors and
youth. To Veronica, the Letters to Seniors Program felt like something that wasyouth. To Veronica, the Letters to Seniors Program felt like something that was
always waiting to happen. She had spent a lot of time wondering how to incorporatealways waiting to happen. She had spent a lot of time wondering how to incorporate
the more isolated, frail senior into Volunteer Grandparents’ programming in athe more isolated, frail senior into Volunteer Grandparents’ programming in a
meaningful way, and the Letters to Seniors Program emerged as the perfect way tomeaningful way, and the Letters to Seniors Program emerged as the perfect way to
do so. Veronica says it is inspiring to see the longevity of the pen pal connections thatdo so. Veronica says it is inspiring to see the longevity of the pen pal connections that
have been formed by this program. Some of the pen pal relationships that began inhave been formed by this program. Some of the pen pal relationships that began in
2020 continue to this day! She mentions that although it is not a big time commitment2020 continue to this day! She mentions that although it is not a big time commitment
as letters are usually exchanged once a month, it is still significant to see the kind ofas letters are usually exchanged once a month, it is still significant to see the kind of
mentorship that happens through letter writing. By initiating the Letters to Seniorsmentorship that happens through letter writing. By initiating the Letters to Seniors
Program, Veronica has expanded the reach of Volunteer Grandparents, making theProgram, Veronica has expanded the reach of Volunteer Grandparents, making the
bridging and enriching of generations more accessible than ever before.bridging and enriching of generations more accessible than ever before.  

The Next Fifty Years...
      Milestone moments like this are wonderful opportunities to reflect, take stock, andMilestone moments like this are wonderful opportunities to reflect, take stock, and
celebrate the spectacular memories that have been made along the way. At the samecelebrate the spectacular memories that have been made along the way. At the same
time, they are also a chance to look towards the future, and hopefully, the next fiftytime, they are also a chance to look towards the future, and hopefully, the next fifty
years of Volunteer Grandparents. Veronica hopes that the future brings moreyears of Volunteer Grandparents. Veronica hopes that the future brings more
stability in the funding stream and more core funding for Volunteer Grandparents.stability in the funding stream and more core funding for Volunteer Grandparents.
She thinks that the organization would definitely benefit from having at least one fullShe thinks that the organization would definitely benefit from having at least one full
time position, if not a whole team of employees, because it would allow them to buildtime position, if not a whole team of employees, because it would allow them to build
capacity so much faster, thereby enabling the organization to do so much more forcapacity so much faster, thereby enabling the organization to do so much more for
the community. Speaking about the nature of funding, Veronica says that funding isthe community. Speaking about the nature of funding, Veronica says that funding is
always a challenge for non-profits due to its cyclical nature. When you are looking foralways a challenge for non-profits due to its cyclical nature. When you are looking for
grants and writing funding applications, with the hope of securing more resources togrants and writing funding applications, with the hope of securing more resources to
support the programming, it takes away from your time to manage the actualsupport the programming, it takes away from your time to manage the actual
programming. Veronica makes sure to appreciate the province of British Columbia forprogramming. Veronica makes sure to appreciate the province of British Columbia for
giving Volunteer Grandparents’ the gaming grant, which she applies for every yeargiving Volunteer Grandparents’ the gaming grant, which she applies for every year
and has come to be a helpful and generally consistent source of funding.and has come to be a helpful and generally consistent source of funding.  



Interested Families?

Interested Grandparents?

More information!

Family Match Program...

        When asked to sum up her experience with Volunteer Grandparents in three words,When asked to sum up her experience with Volunteer Grandparents in three words,
Veronica gives it a lot of thought before laying out the words ‘rewarding’,Veronica gives it a lot of thought before laying out the words ‘rewarding’,
‘challenging’, and ‘stable’. Zeroing in on the word ‘stability’ in particular, Veronica‘challenging’, and ‘stable’. Zeroing in on the word ‘stability’ in particular, Veronica
brought a lot of steadiness to Volunteer Grandparents at a time when it was facingbrought a lot of steadiness to Volunteer Grandparents at a time when it was facing
lots of instability and cutbacks. The organization had had a number of programlots of instability and cutbacks. The organization had had a number of program
coordinators before her but none had lasted very long. Veronica says that you need acoordinators before her but none had lasted very long. Veronica says that you need a
sense of consistency in the programming, especially because program coordinators gosense of consistency in the programming, especially because program coordinators go
to meet the families and volunteers to develop relationships. While older programto meet the families and volunteers to develop relationships. While older program
coordinators had taken notes, reading notes was never the same as meeting someonecoordinators had taken notes, reading notes was never the same as meeting someone
and establishing a rapport. Now, turning back to all three words, at first glance,and establishing a rapport. Now, turning back to all three words, at first glance,
these words seem so different from one another. But that is the truth and beauty ofthese words seem so different from one another. But that is the truth and beauty of
Volunteer Grandparents. The non-profit organization has been around for fiveVolunteer Grandparents. The non-profit organization has been around for five
decades and is so entrenched in the complex world of human connection and emotion.decades and is so entrenched in the complex world of human connection and emotion.
Naturally, there will be inclines, declines, and plateaus with everything from securingNaturally, there will be inclines, declines, and plateaus with everything from securing
funding, making matches, and of course, global pandemics. However, at the end offunding, making matches, and of course, global pandemics. However, at the end of
the day, the positive intent of the organization, which Veronica has powered,the day, the positive intent of the organization, which Veronica has powered,
nurtured, and advanced over the last seventeen years, ensures that the cream willnurtured, and advanced over the last seventeen years, ensures that the cream will
always rise to the top.always rise to the top.  
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